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Pronoun Case and Perspective 
With Fairies... 
 

Reading Level 2 
 
Part One | Pronoun Case 
 

Directions: Read each of the following sentences. Determine the case of 
the italicized pronoun. Circle your answer. 
 

 

 

1.  Freddy the Frog had been a human prince before Tricky Trina transformed him. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
2.  Even Waldorf the Wizard was scared to walk through the Haunted Woods by himself. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
3.  I observed Gail the Good using her magic powers to heal sick birds. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
4.  Gail the Good and Prince Vince made it to the Crystal Cave at last, only to find that Terry the 

Troll would not let them to enter. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
5.  Could you lend me your magic wand, the one with the pink power crystals? 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
6.  Tricky Trina loved Prince Vince so much that she couldn't see herself with anyone but him. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
7.  Fairies may love berries but cherries are their favorite. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
 



8.  Prince Goober Jr. wanted to get to his tutor's schooner sooner so he rode his scooter. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
9.  It was a cold, foggy day in Fairyland and drizzle misted the air. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
10.  Shelly the Icy made an enchanted cupcake for Prince Vince but he didn't want to eat it. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
11.  "If Doug the Bug were under your rug you wouldn't see his ugly mug," said Prince Vince to 

Little Miss Mince. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
12.  Tricky Trina is renowned for her mischief making. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
13.  Shelly the Icy froze Terry the Troll because she wanted to help Prince Vince get into the 

Crystal Cave. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
14.  Terry was a scary troll who carried stolen fairy gold to his rarely merry home. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
15.  "To whom shall I give this gift?" Queen Goober wondered aloud while holding the dead fly 

carcass. 
 

a) Subjective b) Objective 

c) Possessive d) Reflexive 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Part Two | Pronoun Perspective 
 

Directions: Read each of the following sentences. Determine the perspective of the italicized 
pronoun. Circle your answer. 
 
16.  Freddy the Frog squatted as lowly as he could and begged Queen Goober, "Please give me 

the fly carcass." 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
17.  Shelly the Icy blew a frozen kiss from her frigid lips at Terry the Troll, freezing him in his 

tracks. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
18.  Doug the Bug was once among princes and princesses. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
19.  "Even Waldorf the Wizard can't help you now," cackled the evil Queen Goober as she 

locked the final power crystal in place. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
20.  Fairies love their cherries with a pairing of dairy products. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
21.  "Tricky Trina wanted us to see her sleeping on the ceiling," said the Scary Fairy Sheila. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
22.  Shelly the Icy likes jelly and ice cream on spaghetti with bison meat. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
 
 
 
 
 



23.  "Queen Goober is our evil ruler," sang the choir to their suitors on the benches of 
schoolyard. 

 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
24.  "King Goober played the tuba in a tutu too," recounted Queen Goober to her tutor Bruce. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
25.  "I'm going to teach that no-good Terry the Troll to keep his hands to himself," swore Prince 

Vince to a misty sky. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
26.  "You can't do it by yourself, Vince," yelled Gail the Good while chasing the young prince 

through the Haunted Woods. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
27.  Prince Vince's seahorse hurt itself after Tricky Trina had targeted them with a storm spell. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
28.  Waldorf the Wizard walked through the blizzard on a golf course in the winter. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
29.  "We came for the pink power crystal and we're not leaving without it," Prince Vince warned 

Terry the Troll. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 
30.  Shelly the Icy froze the pink power crystal right before Queen Goober zapped Prince Vince. 
 
a) First-person b) Second-person 

c) Third-person d) Not a pronoun 
 


